FACTS SHEET

2512A
DUAL LINK PCMCIA DMX INTERFACE CARD
Working with laptop computers has many advantages. The disadvantage is, that laptops do not accept low-cost desktop computer plug-in
cards. Serial PCMCIA interface cards support RS-485, but are not suitable for DMX512, as they do not match the required data parameters.

INTERFACE SIZE:

standard PCMCIA format - 1 slot

COMPATIBILITY:
RESOURCES:

The SOUNDLIGHT 2512A Dual Link PCMCIA DMX card changes the facts.
This unit has been specifically designed to drive DMX devices, and
matches the speed requirements for two independent DMX links.
Up to 1024 DMX channels in this tiny box - incredible but true. What´s
more, there are also two DMX inputs, giving configurations of 1024
slots input, 1024 slots output, or 512 slots in and 512 slots out.
Imagine what you could do with this powerful unit.

MAX CARDS:

Standard PCMCIA slot Type I, II
Direct Memory Access, 4kB RAM reserved
Device address is returned from driver
up to two cards can be operated in parallel,
max. 2048 DMX slots
special connector box included; output to
5-pin XLR conforming to USITT DMX512
1024 slots (2 links @ 512 slots)
Break Time, Break Code, Idle Time,
Channel Counter
1024 slots (2 links @ 512 slots). Each port
can be used in either Send or Receive Mode
2512A

The 2512A PCMCIA interface card comes complete with a set of drivers, demo software and instructions how to use the DLL commands
within your programming environment.
Programmers find a wealth of support files on the internet. Check our
unique support site for BASIC, PASCAL or C examples, and download
program source code for WINDOWS 9x, Windows Millennium or Windows 2000. We do not charge any royalties, every support given is
FREE. We always welcome your input. By supporting one of the fastest DMX interfaces available today, your software only wins...
The 2512A PCMCIA DMX card is the perfect choice for the travelling
lighting technician. Minimum size, minimum weight, maximum performance. From SOUNDLIGHT, the DMX Company.

OUTPUT CONN:
SEND MODE:
PARAMETERS:
RECEIVE MODE:
ORDER CODE:

SUPPORT SITE:
http://www.pcdmx512.com
SUPPORT HOTLINE: +49-700-pcdmx512
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